CHAPTER BOOKS:
The Terrible Two
By Mac Barnett & Jory John; illus. by
Kevin Cornell
J FIC BARNETT
When master prankster Miles Murphy moves to sleepy Yawnee Valley,
he challenges the local, mystery prankster in an
epic battle of tricks but soon the two join forces
to pull off the biggest prank ever seen.
Funny Girl: Funniest. Stories. Ever.
Edited by Betsy Bird
J FIC FUNNY
A collection of humorous stories from
over two dozen contemporary female
writers, as well as autobiographical
essays, comics, poems, and comic strips.
The Bad Guys
By Aaron Blabey
J FIC BLABEY
The Bad Guys, Mr. Wolf, Mr. Shark,
Mr. Snake, and Mr. Piranha, want to
be heroes, and they decide that the
way to do it is free the 200 dogs in the city dog
pound – but their plan soon goes awry.
Mercy Watson Fights Crime
By Kate DiCamillo; illus. by Chris
Van Dusen
J FIC DICAMILLO
Mercy the pig’s love of buttered
toast leads to the capture of a small
thief who would rather be a cowboy.

The Oodlethunks: Oona Finds an
Egg
By Adele Griffin
J FIC GRIFFIN
Oona finds a giant egg and brings it
back to West Wog to care for it, and
see what hatches--but others in the cave want to
claim her egg, particularly the nasty kid Bruce
Brute, and when the baby stegosaurus hatches
it will have to choose who it wants to live with.

Make Them
Laugh!

Big Nate: In a Class By Himself
By Lincoln Peirce
J FIC PEIRCE
Supremely confident middle school
student Nate Wright manages to
make getting detention from every
one of his teachers in the same day seem like
an achievement.
Nuts to You
By Lynne Rae Perkins
J FIC PERKINS
The squirrels Jed, TsTs, and Chai
are the very best of friends. So
when Jed is snatched up by a hawk
and carried away to another realm, TsTs and
Chai resolve to go after him. New communities
are discovered, new friends are made, huge
danger is encountered and mysteries are revealed.
Pugs of the Frozen North
By Philip Reeve & Sarah McIntyre
J FIC REEVE
New friends Sika and Shen try to
beat the odds and win the Great
Northern Race—in a sled pulled by a
team of 66 pugs—in hopes of meeting the
Snowfather and having him grant their wish.
(JB—6/17)
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PICTURE BOOKS:
Triangle
By Mac Barnett; illus. by Jon
Klassen
J E BARNETT
After Triangle plays a trick on
Square, Square plans to
reciprocate but runs into trouble when he tries
to enter the triangular doorway of
Triangle's home.
Crankenstein
By Samantha Berger; illus. by Dan
Santat
J E BERGER
A boy who looks ordinary transforms into grumbling
Crankenstein when faced with a rainy day, a
melting popsicle, or bedtime but everything
changes when he meets a fellow Crankenstein.
Chicken Cheeks
By Michael Ian Black; illus. by Kevin
Hawkes
J E BLACK

animals.

Illustrations and simple text
describe the back ends of various
The Legend of Rock Paper
Scissors
By Drew Daywalt; illus. by Adam
Rex
J E DAYWALT

You've played the game. Now
read the legend of how it all began.

The Good For Nothing Button!
By Charise Mericle Harper
READER-1 HARPER
Yellow Bird has found a button and
wants to share it with Red Bird and
Blue Bird. This is just an ordinary
button. It does not do anything when you press
it. But when Red Bird and Blue Bird give it try,
they are delighted to find that the button does
not do nothing, and that is something!
Be Quiet!
By Ryan T. Higgins
J E HIGGINS
Rupert the mouse wants to star
in an artistic, wordless picture
book, but his animal friends cause problems by
talking too much.
The Hueys in the New Sweater
By Oliver Jeffers
J E JEFFERS
One Huey wears a new sweater
to be different from the other
identical Hueys, only to have
them decide to be different too – by wearing
sweaters.
Penguin Problems
By Jory John; illus. by Lane Smith
J E JOHN
A penguin whines about the uncontrollable problems in his life.

The Bear Who Wasn’t There
By LeUyen Pham
J E PHAM
A picture book inviting readers to join
the search for a missing bear.
Dragons Love Tacos
By Adam Rubin; illus. by Daniel
Salmieri
J E RUBIN
Explores the love dragons have for
tacos, and the dangers of feeding them anything
with spicy salsa.
Bob, Not Bob!
By Liz Garton Scanlon & Audrey Vernick; illus. by Matthew Cordell
J E SCANLON
When a young boy gets a cold, he
just wants his mommy. But his stuffy
nose makes it difficult for him to call out to his
mom – not “Bob,” who happens to be the family
dog.
Battle Bunny
By Jon Scieszka; illus. by Matthew
Myers
J E SCIESZKA
Alex, whose birthday it is, hijacks a
story about Birthday Bunny on his
special day and turns it into a battle between a
supervillain and his enemies in the forest--who,
in the original story, are simply planning a surprise party.

The Book With No Pictures
By B. J. Novak
J E NOVAK

Unicorn Thinks He’s Pretty Great
By Bob Shea
J E SHEA

In this book with no pictures, the
reader has to say every silly word,
no matter what.

Envy turns to admiration and
finally to friendship for Goat and
Unicorn.

